B2

Senior Health Care

LIU022

Read the text about health care for the elderly. Some of the lines are correct. Some
have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this word in the box next to the line. If
the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The first two lines have been done for you.

1

More and more other people, especially in the world's

2

industrialised countries are becoming older. In the

3

United States there are 40 million people aged at 65 and

4

older. Since caring for the elderly is not only a necessity;

5

it has turned over into a big industry as well.

6

In the past, older people were taken care of in an extended

7

family. Grandparents have lived and were cared for at

8

home. As more and more old people became employed,

9

they could not simply stay at home and take the care of

other
✓

10 their grandparents anymore.
11 As a result, more and more care centres have started up
12 to offer their services to the elderly population growth.
13 The most difficult task of such a business is finding out
14 the right people to do the job. Caretaking is being very
15 demanding and requires a skill and patience. There are
16 many daily tasks that caretakers have to do, like preparing
17 themselves meals, washing older people or simply giving
18 them company. When many care workers quit their
19 jobs after a short period of the time because they often
20 find it depressing enough.
21 In some cases, like elderly people can do certain things
22 on their own. They hire private caretakers to help them
23 do. This costs less and elderly people can stay in the
24 living environment they are used to live.
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